
UNIT TEST – I 

CLASS XII 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

F.M:40               TIME: 1 ½ HOURS 

1.     

a. Differentiate between mutable and immutable objects in Python language with 

example.                 [2] 

b. Convert the following for loop into while loop:           [2] 

 for k in range(10,20,5): 

  print(k) 

c. Find errors in the following code (if any) & correct the code by rewriting it and 

underlining the corrections:              [2] 

 

      x=int(“Enter value for x:”)) 

     for y in range[0,11]: 

 if x=y 

       print x+y 

 else: 

      Print x-y 

d. Find the output of the following code:            [2] 

 

 L1=[100,900,300,400,500] 

 start=1 

 sum=0 

 for c in range(start, 4): 

  sum=sum + L1[c] 

  print(c,”:”,sum) 

  sum=sum + L1[0] * 10 

  print(sum) 

e. Write a Python program to replace the last element in a list with another list. 

     Example:                [2] 

List1: [1,3,5,7,9,10] 

List2: [2,4,6,8] 

Resultant List1: [1,3,5,7,9,2,4,6,8] 

2.    



a. What is the difference between local variable and global variable? Also give a 

suitable python code to illustrate both.            [2] 

b. Write a python function to find the maximum of 3 numbers.         [2] 

c. Write a python function that receives 2 string arguments and checks whether 

they are same length strings (returns True in this case, otherwise False).        [3] 

d. Write a recursive function to generate and display Fibonacci series, passing the 

first two values as arguments.             [3] 

3.    

a. Identify and write the name of the module to which the following function 

belongs:-                 [2] 

(i) floor() 

(ii) randint() 

(iii) pi 

(iv) mean() 

b. What are the advantages of Python modules?           [2] 

c. Write the output of the following code:            [2] 

from math import factorial 

  print(math.factorial(5)) 

d. What are docstrings? How are they useful?          [2] 

e. What would happen, if there is one more import statement for the same 

module, already imported in the same program.         [2] 

4.    

a. What is the difference between readline() and readlines() function?      [2] 

b. Write the output of the following code:           [2] 

f1=open(“test1.txt”, “r”) 

size=len(f1.read()) 

print(f1.read(5)) 

c. Write a user defined function in Python that displays the number of lines 

starting with ‘H’ in the file “Para.txt”.          [3] 

d. Write a function countmy() in Python to read the text file “data.txt” and count 

the number of times “my” occurs in the file.         [3] 

 

      

 


